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for her aid had never been seriously intended. He reminds her how the Duke of
" Alva " should have invaded England in 1569, and how it was the lack of the
promised Spanish reinforcement which then prevented the Catholics bringing
" wonders to pass."1
The day after Christmas, Lord Paget wrote to Queen Mary describing his
dealings with the Prince of Parma, who had " answered that his devotion to do
your Majesty all humble service " was so great that he desired nothing more than
to have opportunity to take action. But Paget realised that some of the previous
assurances had been given before the complete Spanish conquest of the Azores; viz,
while Queen Mary's alliance was still " requisite " to Spain. He apprehended,
now, that King Philip would only move when it should exactly suit the Spanish
interests; so he attached the less importance to the Prince of Parma's speeches. But,
by interrogating Parma's secretary, he discovered that if Don Bernardino de
Mendoza had " done his part," the Queen of Scots would certainly have received
the promised money from Spain long since.2
Among other papers intercepted is a copy of a letter from Queen Mary,
docketed as having been sent to the Pope and the King of Spain.
" Of the treaty between the Queen of England and me for my liberty I
neither hope nor look for good issue.
Whatsoever shall become of me, by whatsoever change of my estate and
condition, let the execution of the great plot and designment go forward, without
any respect of feril or danger to me!1 (These words underlined), And she
repeats, " I pray you use all possible diligence and endeavour to preserve and
procure at the Pope's and the Catholic King's hands such a speedy execution of
their former designment that the same may be effectuated some time the next
spring . . ."3
Whoever enclosed this to Spain had added, " the Queen of England and her
Council, having first by printed libel published the Queen of Scotland to be a
confederate practiser with Don Bernardino de Mendoza and Francis Throgmorton
against the Queen and the realm of England, have also contrived and set forth a
new form of Association and confederacy, whereby all men shall swear and
subscribe to resist and pursue all who shall pretend any right in succession to
the Crown of England . , ,m
The letter concludes with a forecast which if it were uttered on the stage
would be acclaimed as a masterstroke of tragic prediction.
"... */ she perish,—which is now most li\ely,—it cannot be but very
scandalous and infamous to his Catholic Majesty, because he being, after the Queen
of Scotland, the nearest Catholic that is to be found of that blood royal, shall ever
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